
 

 

Josh Hay 

Alright enfranchised people of the QMU, how we all doing? My name is Josh and I’m a 3rd 

year History student from the City of Kilmarnock (you know, the place where all modernism 

goes to die). I find it very hard to personally describe myself, so I’ll basically say that I am 

surprisingly down to earth and VERY funny.   

 

THE SOCIAL (COMMITTEE) CONTRACT  

The most ancient of all societies, and the only natural one, is that of a social committee led 

by the social convenor. The social committee….. Right naw, let’s be real here: I am not going 

to sit and sell off some unrealistic ideas or write this manifesto like am running for 

parliament. 

My main platform last year was that I wanted to end the culture in the social committee of 

just, and I quote, “throwing shit at the wall two weeks before and hoping it’ll stick”1. I must say I 

have achieved that well as the social committee runs with efficacy that ScotRail could learn 

from (hint fucking hint). Apologies for the self-felicitation there.  

Another thing I want to develop on is tapping into the near lost culture of carrying on. Uni is 

a serious place, but I want to continue to make the union somewhere where everyone; 

whether you like bootin a ball about a football pitch, or bootin about dragons in a video 

game, is welcome to come and have a laugh. You (probably) have a class sense of humour 

and deserve a union that caters to that. So you need a committee in that union that is 

willing to work and put those ideas into practice; and thus need the proper convenor to 

steer the committee in the right direction.   

I have had the experience of being Social Convenor for over 18 months. Now, while 

experience can mean the square root of sheer shite, I have (and again apologies for 

disappearing up ma arse here) managed to get the committee running to what it should be: 

fun and hardworking, so naturally I want to continue that, by using what I have learned so 

far to further improve the committee. 

Here is the closing gambit: a enjoy dain it n want to keep dain it.  

 
1 Hay, Joshua Andrew, ‘Die Manifest’, Bawbag Publications, Kilmarnock, (2019) 


